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Fall Construction
Date Is Set For
New Science Complex

The new science building. deaigaed by Eggers & Higgins, will be the largest building on campus,
comprising a Jloor space of almost 100,000 squar e feet. Construction on the building Is scheduled
to begin next falL

By ROBERT ARNONE
In what was termed a "major
academic venture for the University," Father Robert E.
Varnerin, S.J., last week unveiled architects' Eggers &:
Higgins conception of the pr0posed science building.
Father Vamerin stated that
construction companies would
start bidding for the building
contract in August after the request for government aid h_as
been approved. The1:otal cost of
the complex is expected to be
approximately $3.8 million.

C011lIRunication Problems Aired in Foru1lJ,
By BILL BERTIER
Four 'high·rankin&' admiDatratlon otrlclals met with representatives from the student
body laat week in aD open,
forum designed ''not to solve
any problems" but rather to
dord the students aD opportunIty to di8cuss student-adminsltratlon relations. The four officials were: Very Rev. William
C. Mcinnes, S.I., President;
Rev• .James H. Coughlin, S.".,
DeaD; Mr. Robert GrUrin, DIrector of Student Services aDd
Mr. Ronald BlaDchl, Director of
Resident Studen"
Best Examples
The forum, which was organ-

ized by Bob McCarthy, president of the Class of 1970,
opened with each member of
the panel citing the "best example of a good student-administration relationship." Cooperation on social events, the
leadership conference and the
Dow Chemical demonstration
were some of the examples
given. Fr. McInnes decried the
lack of student interest in this
area saying, "This is the first
time this year that I have been
invited to speak to a student
group." Mr. Griffin added that
students should realize that
members of the Administration
are "available and approach-

The highlight of last month's
Student Legislature meeting
was the unanimous acceptance

considerable
disagreement.
Both were passed. altlwugh a
counter-proposal to grant ratification for only one year because of its alleged ineffectiveness was narrowly defeated.
Treasurer's Repo"
The Judo-Karate club was
voted a $200 grant and an additional $400 loan but President
Bocchini vetoed the move because with Mardi Gras approaching, the Government
would not have enough funds.
The treasurers' report showed
that while an overflow audience
of more than 2.400 witnessed
November's Beaeh Boys concert
the Student Government, hoping
to break even from the concert,
not intended as D, money-making
project, lost $12.57.
Judge Patrick McCormack
'69, swore in eight new legislators preceding the meeting.
They were: Henry Fiscella and
Dennis Neenan, '68;, IRobert
Dugay and Marc Baldwin, '69;
John Murphy and Edward
Trzcinski, '70; Patrick Henry
and Jeffrey Reinhard, '71,
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of a proposal to recognize "the
need for the existence of a TriPartite Body" which would consist of faculty. administration
and student representatives. It
was apparently the first test
for the proposal which is felt
to have enormous potential.
FroIIh BAlbate

In other action it was moved
that "the President of the Stud~'nt Government be requested
to petition the Administration
of Fairfield University for a
rebate in the amount of one
hundred dollars to be paid to
each on campus boarder from
the Cass of '71." The bill was
introduced by legislator Bob
Murphy.
The Student Action Movement's bid for ratification of
its constitution and a move to
extend the target date for the
revised Student Government
constitution to May 31, caused

The proposed building baa a
total floor space of abnost
100,000 square fep.t making it
the largest building on campus,
and almost twice the size of
Canisius Hall
A site for the building baa
already be,en staked out between the Campus Center and
the new library, according to
Mr. John Donnegan, the University's Consultant Engineer.
Construction is scheduled to
begin during late September,
1968" with a completion date ot
September, 1970.
One wing of the building will
have three main floors with
classrooms and laboratories for
the biology, chemistry and
physics departments. The other
wing is planned with four
floors, housing offices and research laboratories for members of the faculty from the
various science departments.
Continued on Pace 5

able at any time" and Mr Bianchi fp.lt that the poor turnout at the forum demonstrated
this lack of interest and. in
effect, "does stymie this relationship."

ministration relationship" Mr.
GrUrin charged that "the students in general don't try to
find the facts or the reaso....
Continued on Page 8

As the evening progressed the
panel was asked to give examples of a "bad student-administration relationship." Tom
Moylan, '69, cited the list of
directives for Homecoming
Weekend and Bob McCarthy
pointed to the many "cancelled
appointments" at the beginning
of the year. Fr. Mcinnes felt
that It Is becoming "Increasing·
ly dltricult to conununlcate
through the Student Govem·
ment.. aDd then added that it
is "impossible to communicate
through the letters to the edltor .column in TIlE STAG.
Whlle Fr. Coughlin explailled
that there seems to be aD "extraordinarUy good etudent ad-

ADMINISTRATION SEES NO CHA'NGE
FOR DRESS REGULATIONS THIS YEAR
By PATRICK LONG
It appears that all the etrorts

of the Student Government in
changing dress regulations for
dinner have been in vain. It
now appears almost certain that
no change in this area will be
put into etrect this year. The
Student Government haa ex.
hausted aU possible legislative
avenues and many in the Gov.
ernment seem to feel that the
ollly alterllatlve remaininr is a
demongtratlon.
•

In an interview with Mr.
,Robert K. Griffin, Director oi
Student Services, concerning
the administration's view on
student efforts to change the
existing r~gulations Mr. Gritfin stated, "As yet no final decision has been made. However, I would be reluctant to
change these regulations just
because ot a poll. I don't think
that the school shOUld be run
on a crisis basis. I would pre.n__ ..._ .-oil
....-_11.,..
on p,ace _ 8

Participants in last week's forum on student·administration relations include. (lett to right), Fr.
Jam'6S Coughlin, Mr. Robert Gritrin. Robert McCarthy, .James Daly, Drew Draves, Thomu
Moylan, Fr. William MclJules and Mr. Ronafd Bianchi,
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Letters to the Editor
Szabo and the Milk
Of Human Kindness
To the Editor:
During last Thursday night's dinner,
while getting a cup of coffee.. I put a
half finished glass of milk next to the
coffee machine. One of the permanent
staff came along and after checking to
see if anyone was looking, dumped the
used milk into the creamer. I wonder
what goes on in the kitchen.
Michael Leary
Class of 1971

• •
Sad, Sad, Sad
•

To the Editor:
Being an avid follower of Fairfield
basketball, I make it a practice to scan
the newspapers daily to see if perhaps
any mention is made of the Stags.
Usually I am rewarded with only a
linescore" but on Sunday. Dec. 24, I
was surprised to find that Gene Ward
of the Sunday News had taken notice
of Fairfield in his column. Unfortunately, he gave Fairfield the type of
publicity it neither needs nor wants, and
as has been the case in the past, the
blame can be placed on an incredibly
stupid, immature group of students. The
story discussed Boston College Coach
Bob Cousy, and it stated that what was
perhaps the only black spot in his
career, his alleged connections with
gamblers (of which he was acquitted)
had been unfortunately rehashed by a
group of Fairfield students who, provoked ·by what they considered poor
calls on the part of the referee during

the Be game, insulted him with the
chant of "the ref is Cousy's bookie."
Ward continued by saying that the BC
fans shouted the chant down with cries
of " ... bush ... bush," and that Coach
Bisacca was forced to apologize to
Cousy after the game for the behavior
of the Fairfield undergrads.
Though some of the referee's decisions
might indeed have been horrendous,
this did not give the Fairfield spectators
license tQ behave in a tasteless, "bush"
manner that would provide a columnist
in the nation's most widely circulated
newspaper. with an opportunity to paint
a tarnished picture of what Fairfield
represents. Perhaps someday Fairfield
students will realize that when any
number of them leave the campus they
represent Fairfield in the eyes of others
and should act accordingly. I find it incredible that a student body that can be
so o:.ltspoken in its criticism of a "paternalistic" faculty can so consistently show
itself to be deserving of nothing better.
Robert Sillery '70

• • •
ATTENTION!
The newspaper year ends
with this issue. Selections for
department editorships will be
made this week. Any interested student who feels qualified
should contact Paul Hughes,
Editor - in • Chi e f, ...RG·7,
255-1618.
New staff members are alway s welcomed, especially
freshmen and sophomores.
Anyone desiring a staff position: on The Stag in reporting,
photography, advertising, layout, or circulation should contact Mike Lynch, Managing
Editor, R-129.

Tripartite Trial
The Tripartite Body would
In response to last week's
Forum on Student-Administra- provide a formal framework for
tion Relations, the STAG feels all three facets of the University
that the rE!cently proposed Tri- to present their opinions, discuss
partite Body should be seriously all proposals and suggest possible
considered. The advantages of solutions. Each of the three
communication and participation groups has an interest in the fuare obvious, and the pitfalls ap- ture of the University; each has
parent at the forum can be avoid- valuable insights that must be
considered.
ed.
The joint policy statement on
A prime example of obstacles
that must be removed was the the freedom to protest is endiscussion of dress regulations. couraging, but in formulating fuIt is not our intent to discuss in ture policy ·decisions there is no
this editorial the pros and cons existing framework where the
of the present dress regulations, three can voice suggestions.
The Sophomore Class must be
but it is important to note that
all positions expressed were ob- comm'lnded for creating last
scured by rhetoric, misconcep- week's forum. The STAG entions, and dogmatism. Not only courages the student body, the
did the students and administra- faculty and the administration to
tion fail to present any enlighten- crystalize their interest in coming solutions, but there was no munications and participation
attempt to provide the views of with the formation of the Tripartite Body.
the faculty.

Is Anyone Listening?
For the third time since school been left untouched and crimes
began, a student's car has been involving thefts of cars .and acstolen from Regis parking lot. cessories persist at great loss to
The incident occurred Sunday students.
Should action not be taken im- .
evening and was the second time
within two months that the same mediately, vigiliant students will
student's car was stolen and have no alternative 9ut to protect their property as they see
found damaged.
Since the STAG has twice fit. Fairfield can ill afford the
made a specific plea for lights in publicity which might result, but
this area, the fault now rests students are left without any
heavily with the gross negligence choice if appropriate measures,
of the Administration. By refus- starting with sufficient lighting
ing to see the handwriting on the -of this area are not taken NOW.
wall, a dangerous situation has Is anyone listening?

_
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What Li,es Ahead?
As second semester approaches
we are prompted to look at Student Government, now in its fourth
year at Fairfield. With the problems that have arisen in its structure and with the consideration
of possible new forms of representation we are not as interested
in criticizing as in questioning
the feasibility of Student Govenrment.
Inactivity and lack of pride on
the part of the President and Executive Board point up a need
for more "politicians" in the government: eager men, wanting to
communicate. with the students
they are working for.
Treasurer James Magenheimer has worked conscientiously to
keep finances in line. Likewise,
Vice-President Tom Colucci has
worked hard, and in terms of
procedure, this is the best legislature to date. As for the legislators themselves there is virtually
no contact with constituents, especially in the area of their
opinions on financial bills.
The Social Committee has been
particularly stagnant. "Social Saturdays" seem to be a forgotten
promise. 'The net result of preelection promises for numerous
social Saturdays has been one
attempt that collapsed and a
Christmas dance that fizzled.
The Activities Fee is a potential benefit. But it is easy to lose
interest in the Student Government, officers and students alike.
The actual collection of the fee
has been a major stumbling block
-even some members of the Government have not paid. There is no way a student can be made to
pay it. Collecting the fee as part
of tuition still seems to be the
most feasible method, eve n
though this channel has been
tried and has met with failure in
the past.
The Fee is not legally defensible despite court decisions, and
these decisions have caused the
greatest decline in the image of
the Student Court. Chief Justice

William Dunn has resigned and
Pat McCormack, acting Chief
Justice, has a long way to go in
restoring a professional demeanor to the Court and gaining student respect.
"Focus" doesn't appear often
enough to keep the Student Body
interested, and statements in
"Focus" from Student Government President M'ichael Bocchini
have been conspicuously absent,
as has been Mr. Bocchini. A President living off campus is just
not accessible enough to the students.
The Grievance Committe under Robert Ruddock has done as
good a job as can be expected
in handling student complaints.
Legislative Secretary (philip Howe
has also been conscientious and
is now engaged. with the committee to rewrite the Student
Government Constitution.
Some of the problems in the
Government can be rectified.
Other new problems are sure to
arise. But in the existing framework the Student Government of
Fairfield University is just too
large fo.r the number of students
willing to do the work. Many
people start out eager to perform
their duties but get bogged down
and disappointed with the inactivity around them.
With elections two months
away, serious consideration must
be given to other forms of representation. Fairfield needs a
government designed to cope
with the situation at Fairfield,
whether this be a Student-Faculty
Senate, Tri-Partite Body, or some
other form that has worked well
in another school.
Chances are slim that there
will ever be enough interested
and hard-working people to make
the existing Student Government
work well. Maybe we will be
surprised-and we hope so. But
most likely, eager students will
again become disenchanted when
they find that there are just not
enough eager students.
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Individual - Freedom Stressed for New Constitution
By COLIN KILEY
The formation of a Constitutional Commission to draft
a new Student Government
Constitution has met with considerable progress since its
creation last November with
the intent "to gain more rights
for t he individual and mOre
freedom to operate an efficient
Student Government." According to Philip Howe, Committee
Chairman, nothing has as yet
been officially recorded, but
should be in the near future.
Four committees of the Constitutional Commission work on
the legislative, judicial, executive, and miscellaneous aspects
of the constitution. It was the
consensus of these committees
3S well as Mr. Howe's "that no
concrete information could be
given out to the public at this
time because it might -be mis-

taken for official documentation. The Constitution is not
official until voted on by the
students and approved by the
administration."
More Liberal
Mr. Howe ntated that the
"new constitution would be nothing like the old, being shorter,
far more liberal and more
powerful. If the student government is to be anything, it must
have more power..The present
constitution is an abomination.
The administration doesn't want
to give power. I think that
what we want is reasonable in
that it concerns the day to day
welfare of the students and
eliminates the idea of a work
plant." The Legislature Secretary expressed the desire to
discuss on a fair basis with the
administration since "we are
the governed." He stated in con-

PKT Aids Children in Vietnam

Phi Kappa Theta Service chalnna.n Den Donovan '70 presents
a check to fellow Fraternity brother and Marine ROTC reo
presentative Bob Kohler '69 as another ROTC member, Bob
GUisti, looks on. The check is for approximately $80 which
the fraternity collected in the dormitories to be used for children in Vietnam. The money was used to purchase toys to be
distributed by Marines in Vietnam to. children during the
Christmas and lunar new year holidays.

elusion that "some regulations
are just too domineering and
paternalistic." When ask e d
when he expects the new constitution to be completed, Mr.
Howe replied that it should be
done on or before March 15,
everything approved by the
administration and in effect
when electing a new government.
Legislative Draft
However, the Legislative
Committee headed by James
Reme has finished its draft of
the article on legislative powers
and it has been approved by
the members of the Legislative
Committee. There have been
several significant changes in
the proposed draft from the old
constitution. Several of the suggested changes include the following:
"No person shall be a sena.-

Free University to Offer
New Courses'Next Semester
The Free University of Fairfield will begin its second semester of "intellectual activism" immediately after the semester break. Man y new
courses will be available, including courses dealing with
Contemporary China, the New
Poetry, Urban Folk Music,
Comparative Religion, Black
Power, and a four-part seminar
dealing with the contemporary
American political scene, including LBJ, Right and Left in
America, the New Left and
Fascism, and the Supreme
Court.
The courses will be offered
.over two four-week periods,
February 5 to March 1 and
March 11 to April 15. All
classes will be held in Canisius
Hall, Roms 202 and 204. A
handbook detailing the courses
to bf' offered and containing a
complete schedule will be available after the semester break.

Campus Radio Editorial
Castigates 'Almighty Bedbug'
For the first time in quite a
while, the campus radio station
has taken an editorial policy.
Its statement, read over the air
earlier this week, is as follows:
The actions of the administration in dealing in matters of
urgency have often been criticized. We of the Executive
Board of WVOF Radio can, at
times, see a slight justification.
However, the instance to which
we now refer shows no justification on the part of the administration for their turtle-like
pace in order to take steps to
correct a matter of grave urgency.
On Wednesday, January 3,
three students living in a one
man office, converted into a
three man
room, experienced for the first time bedbugs. Having never experienced
this before, the students sought
some disinfectant from the infirmary. Aware of the gravity

of the situation, the nurse informed the proper university
authorities, and told them the
three students were not to sleep
in their rooms until it had been
thoroughly fumegated and the
disease-carrying bedbugs exterminated. This fumegation
was promised the next day.
The students were inconvenienced by having to move to another dormitory for the night.
However, the rapidly-reproductive bedbug did not confine
itself to the room of the three
students. Within one day's time,
another room on the same corridor, felt the wrath of the
"almighty bedbug." Three days
passed before any action was
taken. We feel that this situation is hygenically harmful to
the student involved, and to
other students on the corridor.
This problem is in no way
minor. We feel that a university
which contracts to provide for

tor who shaD not be a. member
of the undergraduate community of Fairfield University and, when elected, be an
inhabitant of that district in
which he seeks election.""When vacancies. happen in
the representation from any
District, the president of the
Senate shaD Issue Writs of
Appointment, said appoint-ments to be approved by a
majority of the Senate."
"The Senate sha.ll aseemble
at least every fourteen days
of the Academic Calendar,
and Its first convening being
at least seven days after its
election."
"The senate shall be empowered to determine the
Disciplinary Social Codes of
the Stu"ent Association." Also
to ''Make all rules for the
Continued on Page 6

students is bound to assure at
least minimal health standards.
This is a basic 'duty of the university, and that this situation
should continue for this length
of time reveals a basic inability
of the structure to cope with
the problem.
It strikes' our fancy that a
university which prohibits certain room decorations, and acts
so quickly upon the breaking
of these rules, acts so slowly
when breach of contract with
the student occurs. Perhaps if
the administration concerned
itself more with the students
than the university, both the
students and the university
would benefit.
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
OF WVOF RADIO
Richard F. Makse
J. Byron Collins
Robert Kohler
A1a.n Smith

James Gatto

Registration will be held in
the Campus Center from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday,
February 1. Classes will begin
the following Monday.
Anyone wishing to suggest

other course titles and/or volunteer his services is asked to
contact Bruce Schauble, Box
1399, Michael Janson, Box 732,
or Royal Rhodes, Box 1284 by
the end of this week.

Fr. McInnes Fourth
In Area Power Study
A study by the University's
Bureau of Business and Public
Administration to Identify the
leadership and determine the
power structure in the city of
~r1dgeport named Rev. William
C. Mcinnes, President, along
with Bishop Walter Curtis as
the fourth most influential
leaders in the area. Other re·
suits put Mayor Hugh C. Curran at the top of the list.
Local Influence
The study also revealed that
political and educational institutions, such as the city government and universities, have
made marked inroads into the
traditionally strong domain of
influence held by business organizations in urban centers.
National corporation personnel are seen, for the most part,
as lacking in local influence
even though they are represented on a number of committees throughtout the city.
These findings, along with
the organizational shift from
business leadership, shows significant differences from the
results of the similar, nowfamous 1953 urban study done
in Atlanta,_ Georgia, according
to Fairlield sociologist Mr.
Harry Fishman.
Marked Change
The sociologist pointed out
that Floyd Hunter's Atlanta
study showed that business organizations and local officials of
national corporations were perceived as the most influential
elements in urban communities at that time. But 14 years
later, stated Mr. Fishman, the
Fairfield University survey of

Bridgeport shows a marked
change in this perception.
The study by the University's
business bureau was conduted
under Title I of the Higher Educations Act of 1965 by Mr.
Robert O'Neil, then assistant
-professor of industrial management at the University. Mr.
O'Neil has sinoo become a vicepresident of Branson industries
in Stamford.
Study Sample
The study sample was derived 1:iy "four knowledgeable"
personalities who voted on a
previously chosen list of 102
"influential people in the
Bridgeport area. The names
checked most frequently were
those selected to be interviewed.
The final sample size was 25.
Of these, 12 are business lead-.
ers, one is a labor leader, four
are in the field of education,
five are lawyers or doctors, and
three are in social service work
or religion.
Other major findings of the
study, reported survey officials,
included one stating that the
majority of the respondents
said local communities perceive
a national company's headquarters in its town as "not
being very interested."
Detrimental Effect
The interviewees said, "the
past decade's high number of
acquisitions and mergers in the
busines world is a trend which
has had a detrimental effect on
the area's progress. There is a
loss of involvement and concern
for local issues when a national
company absorbs a local one."
(CQntlnued on Page 5)
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Flicks

,(;fvira'
By PAUL KEMEZIS
When I speak of "Elvira
Madigan" as being an incredibly
beautiful film, I am not simply
referring to its visual aspects.
In this respect it is difficult to
see a new film these days without being exposed to excellent
photography; some obvious examples are: "A Man and a
Woman". "Bonnie and Clyde",
"Cool Hand Luke". an even
"The Graduate" wl!lich somehow finds beauty in suburban
southern California. However

.11.11111111.11.11.11••
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"Elvira Madigan", written and
directed by a young Swede, Bo
Widerberg, goes far beyond
these. It is a combination of
setting, story, characters, and
sad but sweet romanticism that
emerges as a definitive statement of lyrical film beauty.
The story is not complex but
totally satisfying. In the 1880's
Elvira Madigan, a young tightrope dancer, and Count Sexten
Sparre, a young calvary officer
in the Swedish army, fall in
love with each other and run
away. They spend a totally enjoyable existence at a country
inn until their money gets thin

~:: ~~~ f~~~esd~:e:~~~~t~:;:c~~

close in. They flee and drift
through the countryside aimlessly. They meet past friends
who tempt them unsuccessfully
to part and return to their past
lives. The situation gradually
becomes desperate: Sexten, unable to divulge his identity,
cannot get work, and Elvira is
prevented by her lover's jealousy from dancing for money.
'I;,\1ey are reduced to eating
mushrooms and grass and finally
face the decision either to part
or to die together.
The main characters, played
by Pia Degermark and Tommy
Berggren, are substantial and
real, adding a gripping dramatic
sense to the lyr~cal poem. Elvira seems to be the stronger
of the two: she perceives more,
is confident of her own beauty
and love. It is she in the end

"PORKY"

MANERO'S
STEAK HOUSE
Dine With Us On Date Nite
I'Riverside .Ave., Westport, Conn.
Take Exit 17 227-1500

The Activist
By Richard C. Elliott Jr. and
Richard C. Otto

I.

who gently insists that they
must face the inevitable. SexSOME IRRELEVANT AWARDS FROl\I 1967
ten is a soldier who never had
the desire to be one; he is too
Off Campus Category
sensitive. He is a dilettante and
To LBJ: an Oscar for his outsanding. performance in the
a dreamer, with many interests
but no passions outside of El- theatrical revue of the summer of 1967, "Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight," written and directed by the Congress of the U.S.,
vira.· When the situation becomes desperate he is dismayed produced by Free Enterprises, Inc.
and disabled while Elvira is reTo Barry Goldwater: the "See America First Award" for his
signed and competent. There is
most apropos decision to vacation in South Africa. .
in no sense, however, a division
To the U.S. pacification program: a "Be Kind to Animals
between them; they are deeply Award" from the Humane Society for its treatment of the people
in love every moment we see of Vietnam.
them and are defeated because
To Eugene McCarthy: an award for helping to prevent
of external pressures.
juvenile delinquency from the Boys' Clubs of America (not the
The 19th century background
DuBois clubs) for his campaign which will get the young radicals
is excellently used to enhance off the streets and back into the political playpens.
the essential simplicity of the
To General Westmoreland: the Nostradamus "Just Keep
story without giving the impression of a period piece which Believing It" Award for his consistently accurate predictions conwould be anachronistic ina cerning the end of the Vietnam war.
To George Romney: a special award in Mental Hygiene for
later era. Due to the near perfect exposition, especially re- having the cleanest mind in the world - antiseptically sterile and
garding dialogue, movement, brainwashed.
To the longshoremen who appeared to break up a New York
and pauses, the versatility and
City peace demonstration with baling hooks, etc.: the "If I Were
impact of "Elvira Madigan"
never suffers. A piece of music There . . ." Award from the American people which consists of
from Mozart is used continu- a full wardrobe of brown shirts and armbands.
To General Hershey: the George M. Cohen Memorial "Over
ously to underscore the main
There"
Award for sitting over here.
emotional theme of lilting tenTo co-winners South Vietnam and Mississippi: the Everett
derness. This provides a perfect
polish to an already superior Dirksen "One Man, One Vote" Award for their elections which
were roughly the same thing anyway.
'
creation.
The Simon Sez Award to Nicholas Katzenbach.
The beauty of the color
To Dean Rusk: the Lazarus Award for resurrecting in the
camera work is matched only by
that of Elvira Madigan herself. sixties political attitudes from the fifties which were obsolete in
It is this last in the final an- . the forties. The award consists of a calendar, a subscription to
alysis that makes the film credi- the New York Times, and a resignation form. If it's not too late,
ble. Sexten naturally is hope- we would also like to nominate him for president of the World
less Iy in love with her; but so Bank.
is every man in the unromantic, On Campus Category
computer age, 20th century auTo Mr. Donohue, University Director of Public Relations: the
dience. When warned by a good
friend that: lying close to the "Who Sitteth at the Right Hand" Award for his invaluable asground, one blade of grass sistance to the Father.
To Father McInnes: the "Building Bridges" Award for almost
seems to be the whole world,
Sexten answers: without that establishing diplomatic 'Contact with the student body at the first
one blade however, nothing else attempted forum on Student-Administration relations, which was
is important. The fact is that appropiately cancelled.
To Mike Bocchini: The Boy Scouts of America Super Den
no one of any age would hesitate to sacrifice everything for Chief Award for his charismatic leadership of the Fair·field student
body.
Elvira Madigan.
To the -Student Legislature: the Outstanding Cub Pack of the
Year Award for following Mike Bocchini.
To Ralph Kister: the Edgar Guest-Nick KennyLiterary Award
for his epic poem "Democracy with Christ - Our Humanization,"
which dealt with LBJ's America.
To the student pro-booze and sex demonstration: the Bread
.and Circuses Award which consists of a subscription to Playboy
for the University library.
To Mr. Bianchi: the St. Patrick Award for missionary work
among the student body.
To the Administration: the "We Try Harder, We're Only
Number Two" Award for their concept of improving education by
grading tougher, thereby making obvious qualitative improvements
in the 'Course contents and stimulating the student to new levels
of awareness on the viewless wings of intellectual aspiration.
To the new Student Handbook: the Biblical Scholars Conference Award for its achievements in scriptural studies and applied
moral theology.
To the Student Action Movement: the "Problems in American
Democracy" Award for its real life depiction of all the problems
of American democracy.
To the Stag: the Daily News Award for superior objective
journalism (the award consists of a court subpoena for inciting
to riot by publishing such editorials as "A Word to the Wise"
and such columns as ours.)

Plant yourself a Christmas Money Tree
with a Christmas Club at CNS
Fall is a gn~at time to plant a tree. Gives you a good start toward a
healthy harvest next year. Take the eNS Christmas Money Tree, for
example: plant one now by joining the eNS Christmas Club and you'll
have a bumper crop of that luscious green stuff by Christmas shopping
time in '68. Anywhere from $25 to $HXX), depending on how much
you plant in your a!:count each week.

HAPPY NEW YEAR.

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
1227 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD (Opp. Ffld. Post Office)

So join today at any CNS office.. and watch that Christmas Money

TreeG-R-R·O-W!

~.*

Now pick up on Wednesday & Friday and delivers on

- @)~~
~~
~1 ~1§j)

FAIRFIELD OFFICE -

Friday & Wednesday
Connecticut
.National Bank

1366 POST ROAD

Downstairs LOYdla Hall
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!
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r'c~:;::-N::;'~~"~~ 21st Glee Club Season
L illl:i~~J'wmw.W%MiitWg,¥~Mt.*~1t",~~WMiW,Mittif*t.W>$.WWt%%fn%B:i!&~<' Begins at Carnegie Hall
"

BIRTH CONTROL
LECTURE TONIGHT

Tonight at 8:00 in Gonzaga
AUditorium the Christian Action Group will sponsor a lec·
ture on Family Planning. Dr.
Lyddy of Bridgeport will' give
a talk on all aspects of birth
control with a discussion period
following.
•
•
•

ART CONTEST

The Second Annual Student
Art Show will be formally
opened with a reception on the
evening of February 1. All students are invited to attend in
support of the school's talented
artists.
Co-chairmen for the studentrun event are John Boland '70
and Paul Kemezis '68, who announce that the show is open
to all graduate and undergraduate students with work expressed in any art form. All
entries should be delivered to
the Campus Center office by
January 30.

• • •

LITERARY CONTEST·
Winners of the Student Government Literary contest were
announced recently by Chair·
man Tad Powers.
A prize of $30 each went to
Drew Draves for "Barbie" and

Science Building
Continued from

Pace

1

Offices .and research rooms in
the four story wing of the building are planned for members
of the faculty from the mathematics and psychology departments, and a computer center
will also be located in the building.
The building will also be completely air conditioned and will
feature a penthouse housing
test animals and a greenhouse.
When asked to comment on
the importance of the building,
Father Varnerin said that, ''Together with the new library, it
is the greatest investment in
academics we have made since
the opening of the school. It represents an important stage in
the total development of the
University. Because of the
greater facilities we will have,
we will become more productive
in programs that are already
underway, and we already underway, and we will be able to
advance in many new directions.

THE

BLUE

BIRD

SHOP

1310 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT

Social Stationery and Engreving
Valentine Day C&nI8
Gifts & Gift Wrapping,

GREEN COMET
DINER
"TOPS IN TOWN"
90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn,
368-9471
Take Connedicut Thruway

Exits 23 or 24

Byron Collins for "I'm A
Tank", both tying for first place
in the prose division.
James Higgins received $25
for his first place work of
.poetry, '~Reflections in the Garment District." A second place
prize of $10 went to David Fulton's ''Telos,,'' while Richard
Cunningham, placing third, won
$5 for "The Blight."

• • •

PEACE CORPS
Richard K. Monks '67, has
recently been named a Peace
Corps Volunteer 'after completing 12 weeks of training at the
Peace Corps Tr~g Center in
Hilo, Hawaii.
Dick is one of 200 new Volunteer teachers who will teach
agriculture in secondary and
teacher training schools; liberal
arts subjects in secondary
schools or educational methods
in teacher training institutions,
Dick will teach English as a
second language in Rural Malay
Medium school.
During their training the new
Volunteers studied the Malaysian language, history and culture as well as technical studies
in their respective fields. Their
late December arrival in Malaysia brings the total of Peace
Corps Volunteers serving there
to over 525.
While at Fairfield Dick was
vice-president of his junior
and senior classes. Last May he
received his B.A. with a major
in American History.

Power Study
Continued from PAGE 3
Commenting on the study
with 8peClal emphasis on the
apparent local dl8lnterest of the
national corporation, soclologi8t
Fishman said It opens many
doon to further inquiries which
''might prove quite significant."
New Problema

The Falr6eld University Glee
Club wUl begin Its 218t Season
In grand style with a series of
12 Yoong People's Concerts at
Carnegie Hall In New York
City. The 70-volce group wID
8ing with the American Symphony Orchestra onder the direction of Mr. Andrew Heath,
noted pianist and a member of
the mOlilc faculty here. Mr.
Heath this fall Wall named usoclate dlrector of the 8ymphony by Its director, Leopold
StowkowskL
Freedom SelectiOIl8

The University singers, who
will perform a section of "The
Testament of Freedom" written
by Thomas Jefferson and composed by Randall Thompson of
Harvar:'i's music department,
will give one-hour performances at 11 a.m. and olle p.m.
on January 31, and February 6,
7, 8, 20, and 27. The Young
People's concerts are sponsored
by the American Symphony and
the Ne,,; York City Board of
Education and some 30,000 students are expected to see Fairfield's Ambassadors of Song
during their Carnegie Hall appearances.

Dressed for the occasion. five of a group of S5 protesten .It·1D
outside the Placement Office In Xavier HaIL The demonstra·
tion was held In reaction to a visit to Fairfield by representa·
tives of Dow Chemical Company. the manufacturer of napalm.

Outstanding Club

The club has twice won first
place in Catholic Intercollegiate
Competition. The Waldorf Astoria and several radio and
television appearances also highlight the history of the Glee
Club and its specialty grouiJs,
Bensonians Quartet and Campus
Minstrels.

CoU~ of the Holy Cross In
Washington, D.C.; an April concert at Cardinal Cushing College In Boston, and a combined
concert with the Glee Club of
Molloy College on Long Islaud.
The almual Klein Me,morlal Auditorlwn concert will be Aprll 5.
Something for Evoeryone

Since 1947 the Glee Club has
been recognized on and off
campus as one of the outstanp.ing college clubs in the East.

The Glee Club's 1967-68 sea80n will also Include 14 other
concert engagements, among
which will be one at Dunbarton

The 70 man chorus is led by
its director, Mr. Simon Harak,
and its moderator, the Rev.
John P. Murray, S.J., who have
been with the club since it.
was started. Something for
everyone's musical taste is
found in this Years program
featuring a medley of movie
themes, a medley from "Showboat," the "Creation," and
many other well known songs.

I

Managem1ent .Semin'ar
Set for

Tomm,o,rrow

Tomorrow evening at 7 p.m.
in Xavier 212 Mr. Edward B.
Dailey and Mr. David McClatchie will discuss Budgeting
as a Management Tool or Function. This seminar is another
part of a project by Mr. William
R. Parker, Assistant Professor
of Accounting, to bring the
Along with the new leader- realities of the outside business
ship brought out by the Uni- Wi/rId to students.
versity's study new problems
Mr. Dailey is Assistant Conare also noted. The new prob- troller for Warner's in Bridgeler.ls, Mr. Fishman said, reflect port, a division of Warner Brothe "new inftuentials' concern thers. He is an advisor to Junior
with social difficulties such as Achievement and· ill active in
school .integration, education, the Fairfield Red Cross. He is a
housing and social welfare member of the Bridgeport
in contrast to the traditional Jaycees and the Nationaf A~
ones of tr.ansportation and re- sociation of Accountanl'9
development."
(N.A.A.)
The key to handling
Mr. McClatchie is Cost and
new problems, according to Mr.
Budget Manager for Jenkins
Fl8hman, will lie In the new
Brothers. He is also an advisor
leaden' abUlty to "find a mea.ns
to coordinate all the Inftuentlal to Junior Achievement and a
oelementa which have arisen 80 member of the N.,A.A.
Mr. Parker is the Educational
a new COll8ensOli can be reach·
Activities Chairman of the
eeL"
Bridgeport Chapter of the
N.A.A. who recently offered a
$25.00 prize for the best term
paper on a Cost 4ccounting or
Management Accounting topic.
The contest was open to students of the Tri-University and
Kings Highway. Rte. 1A
Housatonic Community College.
Exit 24 Connecticut Turnpike
The winner will be announced
this month.
367-4404
The seminar, aimed mainly at
Accounting and Business maA CONVENIENT STOP
jors, is open to anyone. Both
$peakers will attempt to be
FOR YOUR FRIENDS
candid and specific in the presAND RELATIVES
entation so as to bring something of the real world of their
Just 5 Minutes from Campua
field to the students.

I

GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
Ambitious Alert Young Men Wanted
FOR WORK AS WAITERS at the Peper Mill Steak
House, Westport.
LATE AFTERNOON and EVENING
20 - 30 HOURS / WEEK
Great Worki,ng Conditions and Pay!
Must Be 21 or Over
APPLY IN PERSON 2-5 P.M.
1700 East State Street (Post Road)

"eRe

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN

SAVINGS BANK
- ."IDa."O"T

FAIRFIELD OFFICE
Fairfield Shopping Center

259-5241
BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE OFFICE
1940 Black Rock Turnpike
336-0113
REGlILAR BANKING HOURS
Monday Thru Thursday
9 A.M. -

3 P.M.

Fridays 9 A.M. -

8 P.M.

MEMBER FEDERAl. DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

'age Six'

THE

Constitution to Stress
Individual Freedom
COIltlnued from Page S
Student Association."

Patrick McCormack, chairman of the Judicial Subcommittee, said that his committee
has nothing written down formally as yet. He also stated that
·'basically the workings are the
same as now."
Threefold Function

Discussions have brought out
a threefold function for the
court which are: Final arbiter
of all constitutional and legal
dispute arising from the government, a more expanded responsibility in discipline, and finally
to protect the rights of students
from- other students." Mr. McCormack also related his desire for a more expanded role
in discipline on campus. "Our
written form will be taken to
Mr. Bianchi and Mr. Griffin to
see what they think."
The committee has defined the
rights of justices involved in the
questioning of witnesses, workIng to find out the truth of what
happened as long as it doesn't
infringe on uybody else's
rlghtL"
What AdmJ.n1stration Buys

rough draft of the Bill has been
written, but "we wouldn't want
to show it now since it is subject to campus opinion. We do
not want it recognized as an
official document."
It was pointed out that the
Bill of Rights could be a Fairfield innovation since there is
no record of other schools having one in the student government files.

The goal of the Bill as stated
by Mr. Defronzo "is to destroy
what many people consider
childish restraints. The administration should not be able to
legislate our morality. What our
conduct should be must be decided by the individual himself."
Mr. Defronzo expressed the
hope, as did other chairman,
that students would attend
open meetings to offer their
opinions on all facets of the
constitution.
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Comm-unications Discussed
Continued from Page 1
behind Administration policy.

The question of how to improve student-adminstration relations seemed to stump everyone eoncerned. Drew Draves
'70 made one of the few comments that stirred the crowd
of a little more than 100 by
saying "We have a bitter student body." "I am not aware
of this degree of bitterness,"
claimed Mr. Griffin.
Questions from the floor followed. Replying to a question
concerning dress regulations
Fr. McInnes said that most of
the dress on campus is "imitative of what it is on other campuses. There's nothing original." Mr. Griffin added that a
change in dress regulations
would "strip part of the character of the University."
Dress Regulations

Fr. McInnes proposed for
discussion that all'dress regulations in the Campus Center be
removed exeept for the evening

meal on Saturday when students would be required to
dress formally. There was
much talk concerning the dress
poll recently conducted by the
Student Government.
Fr. McInnes saId that he had
'agreed to such forums on a
weekly (every Thursday night)
basis but that the student leader
who was to organize the gather.
ings had found it necessary to
resign for personaJ reasons. The
student's name was not given
but Fr. McInnes welcomed any
volunteer from the student body
who would be interested in
taking over the Job.

Degrees of Concern

When asked what areas of
University interest are "beyond
the touch of the students" Fr.
Coughlin replied, "I'm not sure
that there are many at all." He
went on to explain that there
are varying "degrees of concern" that dictate the amount of
student involvement. He explained that while the adminis-

tration would not welcome student participation in the choice
of a potential trustee there
would be no objection, on the
other extreme to the students'
decision to use yellow lighting
on stage instead of white.
In response to a question concerning co-education at Fairfield Fr. McInnes said that
there are presently "three girls
schools we are negotiating
with." He declined to give the
names of the sc1)ools involved.
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Donald Defronzo, chairman of
the Miscellaneous Conunittee,
responsible for formulating The
Bill of Rights, said that his
conunittee "is trying to formulate a Bill of Rights taking into
consideration what the administration will buy." An entire

A band of
-priests
numbering
263
has 'to
make everl.
Driest count!
We ~ be smaJl but we feel
our impact is significtmt.
One reason' may be that the
Pilulists are, and always have
been, "communicationminded." Many feel our mark
bas been made with the pril1ted
page and the spoken worn. ~
Whetb« it be in Newman Centers, missions, parishes, information centers, speakers platforms or television, the Paulist
Priest tries to contribute a
"total self" to spread the Chris.
tian message.
His greatest assets are that he
is free to remain lIexible, in a
changing world ••• free to develop his own God-given talents to further his aims ••• and
free from. the stiffing formalism
of past ceoturies.
Maybe YrMd lDre to be #264?
If )'ClU' W8Jlt to learn more
abwt the Paulis~ send for a
special aptitude teet designed
to determine if 7CMl are of

priestl1' calm...
......... v..u- .......

PAULIST fATBERS
Room

1415 " , . _ ~...... TIItoN. T.1OO1'

-

II JOU wanllo roCk Ihe bOat. II's line wllh us.
It could help us to keep moving ahead. We
discovered that during our pioneering years
in a dynamic, young industry. It still applies
today. Imaginative, inquiring minds are providing the impetus for progress in our exciting
world of advanced VTOL aircraft systems.
Are you a factual innovator .•• impatient with
status quo? Does fast-paced engineering challenge turn you on-rather than pat solutions?
Then Sikorsky Aircraft can be your environment-in which to explore, expand and enrich
your capabilities. You'll enjoy the stimulus of
seeing your ideas becoII).e three-dimensional in
ultra-sophisticated airborne vehicles of
tomorrow.
Professional growth? Your demonstrated ability
will create all the opportunities you can
handle. And we think you'll appreciate our
"engineer's atmosphere" that encourages an
active interchange of ideas with some of the
top men in your field.
If you'rk ready to take on responsible and
demanqing assignments, you'll find them here
in: aerodynamics. 'human factors engineering
• automatic controls • structures engineering •
weight prediction • systems analysis • opera-

tions research • reliability/maintainability
engineering • 'autonavigation sYlltems • computer technology • manufacturing engineering
• information science. marketing ... and more.
And your career advancement can be materially assisted thro~gh our corporation-financed
Graduate.r Study Program-available at many
outstanding school~ within our area.
Consult your College Placement Office for
campus'interview dates-or-for further information, write to Mr. Leo J. Shalvoy, Professional
and Technical Employment.

"Want a company that
thinks you're as good as
your ideas, not your age? See
IBM February 1st or 2nd:'
"I wanted a job where I could stand out and move ahead
fast," says IBM's Bill Sherrard. (Bill graduated with a B.S.
in Math in 1965.) "And I sensed there was a better chance to
do that with IBM than with the other companies I interviewed.
"I got a desk full of responsibility right after I started.
This gave me the chance to show what I could do. And if you
deliver, age doesn't hold you back." (Bill is a Programming
Department Manager, supervising 13 systems analysts and
programmers.)

5,000 more managers
"One thing that's helped me is the fantastic growth rate of the
whole information processing industry. You can get an idea of
what this growth means by looking at IBM's need for managers.
There are over 5,000 more managers today than there were four
years ago. And they need more every day, so there's plenty of
room for growth.
"IBM also offers terrific opportunities for educational growth.
One plant and laboratory program even pays all tuition and
fees for any qualified applicant who wants to work on a
Master's or Ph.D."

What to do next
IBM will be on campus to interview for careers in
Marketing, Computer Applications,
Programming, Research and Development,
Manufacturing, and Field Engineering.
Sign up for an interview at your
placement office, even if you're headed
for graduate school or military service.
And if you can't make a campus
interview, send an outline of your
interests and educational
background to H. M. Saxton, IBM
Corporation, 968 Fairfield Avenue,
Bridgeport, Connecticut.
We're an equal
opportunity
employer.

llrn~
~
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Dress Regulations
would have to be set up so that
no abuse of the general statements
would be made _by the
<It the beginning of the year and
people implementing them.
then remain the same for the
Robert Ruddock, Chairman
entire year, with any changes
taking place at the beginning of the Grievance Committee,
of the next year." "I don't like speaking for the Student Govto have fast changes, when you ernment stated: "The opinion
make a change you don't say of students has been made clear
yes or no, you must discuss it," to the administration; this is
consistent with Mr. Griffin's
he stated further. "I would like
to stress, however, that just be- statements on general rules for
cause no change may be made student responsibility at a cer·
tain time and place. The Stuthi~; year that the efforts of the
Student Government have not dent Government feels that the
been forgotten. Last year there students can show their good
was great 'liscussion over the will in this area by exhibiting
existing rules for having visi- that they can dress neatly durtors in the dorms. I didn't take ing the upcoming exam period
when dress will be informal.
any action at that time, but I
kept the student opinion in mind This is a time for observation
and a change was made over on the part of the administration, and a time for the students
the summer that exceeded student requests in this area. Stu- to prove themselves. The Students should be aware that dent Government feels that
their concern has not been there is a natural break in the
ignored. The purpose and the year at the beginning of the
objective of wearing a jacket second semester, and that this
and tie to dinner should be un- would be an excellent time for
derstood by all the students. such a dress change."
To clarify the results of the
The purpose is to develop respect for yourself and respect poll which he conducted, Mr.
Ruddock said: "Considering
for others."
that the students have been
When questioned about the polled three times in this area
overwhelming results of the
(by the Student Action Movepoll conducted by the Student ment, by representative MariGovernment in the area of stu· ani, and by the Grievance Comdent dress, Mr. Griffin stated: mittee) the overall results have
"The poll doesn't seem that con· always been in favor of the
clusive to me because only one
change. I would prefer not to
half of the boarding students· rest any case on the polls, but
participated ~n it. I don't know
rather on the vote of the stuwhy such a large number failed dent legislature which was
to respond to the poll, but they overwhelming in favor of the
didn't."
proposed dress change. The poll
Mr. Griffin went on to say conducted by my committee
that he favored a major re- was never 5ntended to supervamping of the handbook with cede this vote.';
general statements rather than
The feeling of the students
concerning t.he present dress
clear cut rules. He likened it too
a policeman with a gun and a regulations has. been clearly
night stick-it would be there shown. It is now up to the ad·
for him to use if necessary. He ministration to either take it
admitted that some means into consideration or ignore it.
Continued from Page 1

fer to have ail rules set down
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By ROBERT SILLERY
Fairfield's basketball. tradition is young, but it is already
rich. Mention a name like
Branch, Brown or Phillips and
you have tapped a treasury of
gratifying memories for any
Stag fan. But the name that
best sums up what Fairfield
basketball means is Bill Jones,
this year's captain.
Bill Jones is many things to
Fairfield fans. One pictures the
tall lanky senior with the incredible snake-like arms swooping up to pluck a rebound from
a taller, huskier opponent.
They think of Billy Jones dunking one backwards to the cheers
of a thundering throng in the
Stag gym. They recall Jones
staring down an opponent with
that tight, pearly smile and
baleful" point-blank glare that
one knows must be working
some kind of voodoo. They
think of the amazing behindthe-back and under-the-Iegs
passes bringing gasps from the
stands during the warmup
drills. They remember the versatility that has enabled Jones
to play forward, guard and
center, and play them well.
Jones has seen the Stags hit
both. the high and low spots
which are inevitable for a team
which has climbed as far and
as fast as Fairfield. Throughout
the pulse·stopping victories and
the heart·breaking defeats, the
man who has been the heart
and the soul of the Stag team
is Bill Jones.
Easily J ones' finest game
this year was the 65-63 win
over Holy Cross, a victory the
Stags needed badly. With the
Crusaders on top by five late
in the second half, the slender
senior cashed in on six straight

Bill Jones

points with ':l jumper from the
key, a layup and a drive to
give Fail'field a one point lead
it
never relinquished. Bill
totaled 20 points and 9 rebounds
to lead the Stags to their third
straight win over the Cross.
E qua 11 y impressive was
J ones' performance against Villanova, where he rallied his
team from an eight point deficit
to a one point win at the buzzer.
Bill's finest game career-wise
was probably last year's stunning 88-68 rout of St. Joe's
when he was credited with

D. C. Blues Strike: Stags Bow Twice
Fairfield traveled to Washington, D.C. over the Christmas
holiday for a mini-tournament
which scheduled the Stags to
face Georgetown and American
Universities on two successive
nights. A double loss was in
store for Fairfield who had
come from two straight wins
the previous week.
Against Georgetown the Stags
faced a well drilled, fas\ ~ov
ing offense that could not be
matched. The final score was
78-61.
The game was decided in
the first half when Georgetown,
working the ball underneath
and shooting a deadly 58%
took a 44-27 lead over Fairfield, who in turn shot 26%,
a figure that would repea.t itself again versus Fordham.
The Stags battled back repeatedly in the second half, but

could not stop Georgetown from
scoring at the crucial times
when their lead was dwindling.
High scorers for the Stags
were Bill Jones with 16 points
and Frank Magaletta who totaled 20.
The next night American U.,
with seven foot Art Beatty,
was matched with Fairfield in
the opening game. AU made
twenty-three foul shots, eleven

more than the Stags, and won
by that same margin 83-72.
The Stags led at half-time
35-30, but at the opening of
the second half quickly lost
that lead when American U.
scored eight !'traight points.
Sophs Star
Frank Magaletta and Wayne
Gibbons hit for twenty-two and
eighteen points respectively for
Fairfield. Magaletta was indivi-

dual game leader in total points.
American U. continued to
trade scores with Fairfield but
fouls spelled the ruin for the
Stags as AU slowly pulled away
in a contest that American dominated for the last quarter of
the game. Art Beatty scored
19 points. He was one of four
players who hit double figures.

College Student Wanted

B. C. Overpowering
In a repeat performance of
last year's game with Boston
College, the Eagles pulled
away in the latter part of the
game to beat Fairfield, 96-76.
Fairfield kept up with BC for
the first half, scoring on fast
breaks as well as on jump
shots, but the Eagles never

READ'S 'MADISON SHOP'
FOR YOUNG MEN IS
SUITED
FOR YOU!
TRUMBUll AND
BRIDGEPORT

faltered and took a slim 30-28
lead into the locker room.
At the thirteen minute mark
of the third quarter, Boston
began edging away from the
Stags. Steve Adleman hit on
several shots after Fairfield failed to score, and the Stags were
frustrated in attempting to narrow the four and five point margin.
With nine minutes remaining,
Boston began a surge that
lasted two minutes during
which time the Stags could not
score. This brought the Eagles'
margin to eleven points and
took the game out of reach as
Fairfield ran into foul trouble.
The Stags were not able to
combat the 27 point effort of
Adleman and the strong defensive effort of Terry Driscoll.

singlehandedly tearing apart
the Hawks' vaunted zone press.
The performance of . this
year's squad has been as disappointing to Bill as it has been
to fans. He expresses confidence
that the team is capable of
better results and states that
he looks forward to such upcoming match,"s as Dayton and
Houston, where the Stags have
nothing to lose and everything
to gain.
Jones is an amazingly relaxed person, never appearing
to be disheartened and always
seems loose and poised, even
when the chips are down, a
trait which can prove invaluable in keeping this· young
team together. An economics
major, Bill states that he would
like nothing better than to continue playing basketball next
year in the pros, saying that
he would hate to have his career summed up as "three years
and that was it." It's obvious,
the man loves basketball, and
those who've grown to love
seeing him play won't soon forget him.

FOR PART TIME WORK
Hours - 4 or 4:30 to 7:30 or 8:00 P.M. Work will be
taking recorded messages over telephone in claims department, along wi.th routine offi·cechores. Must have no
transportation problems and ca.n work FUU time during
vacation. Pay starts at over $2.00 an hour, with an increase
after 3 months. Contact: Liberty Mu.tual Insurance Co.
Committee Park, Bridgeport. Ask For Frank Lennon at
372-6581

STUDENT DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
We are interested in settfug up a Submarine and Hot
Hoagie Sandwich Distribution System on the campus. \-Ve
would like to interview persons who have ideas on how this
can best be accomplished, and who are personable, pop,ular,
ambitious, and have a car.
We also are interested in persons to work in our rapidly
growing store.

Call THE MIGHTY MOE SHOP
1377

~son

Alvenue

268-4386

Bridgeport, Conn.

After 6 p.m.
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Freshmen Drop Four As
Early Performance Sags
By ROBERT SILLERY
After ripping off three consecutive opening victories, the
Fairfield frosh have found the
going somewhat tougher recently, dropping decisions by bilt
margins to Boston College,
West Point, Fordham and Holy
Cross while crushing a weak
Sacred Heart squad 99-81.
B. C. Game
The B.C. frosh handed the
baby Stags their first setback
as 6'7" center Frank Fitzgerald poured in 30 points in
the Eagles' 89-74 win. The
game followed the pattern of the
varsity match as the frosh
stayed close 1n the early going
and only trailed 41-38 at the
half. B.C. gradually wore down
the game frosh in the second
half to fashon the 15 point
margin of victory. Bob Kanski
continued his hot shooting by
leading the Stags with 20.
West Point
Fairfield next traveled to
West Point, where they were
decisively bombed by the
heavy artillery of the cadet
plebes. The contest was never
in doubt as the Army rushed
out to a 49-38 lead at half and
kept pouring it on for a 103-79

win. Mark Frazer led the losing Cross as the Crusaders, led by
cause with 28.
6'8" Connecticut schoolboy· star
Don Sasso, whipped the Stags
S. H. U.
After these two crushing 88-71. Sasso combined with
loaM, the yeadings took out 6'8" Bob Kissane, 6'7" Pete
their Ulcer nn hapless Sacred Knapp, 6'7" John Harlin and
Heart, burying them 99-81. 6'5" Joe Phelen to give the
Cross an overwhelming advantMark Frazer had a big night
with II points while Tom Finch age off the boards. Holy Cross
was able to capitalize on their
chipped In with 21.
unbelievable size as they con·
Fordham
stantly created mismatches with
In the Fordham contest, Ram switch-offs by their big men.
guard Bill Mainor was the Fairfield battled gamely but
whole story as the Stags were was never really in the contest
unable to cope with the outside as the Cross was just too big.
shooting which enabled him to The loss evened the frash
rack up 33 points. The Stags record at 4-4.
battled the Rams on even terms
The brightest spot for the
throughout the first half as a
steal and layup by Finch in the trosh 80 far has been the redclosing seconds made it 32-34 hot scoring of forwards Frazer
at the break. Fordham out- and Kanski, both of whom have
scored Fairfield 19-10 in the been dependable for twenty
first seven minutes of the sec- points a contest. The defel18e
ond half to take an 11 point has been a different story as
lead and then proceed to riddle baskets have not been difficult
to buy against the Stags. The
Fairfield's p 0 r 0 u s pre s s
team is on a whole gradually
throughout the rest of the
shaping Into a more cohesive
match to win going away, 101unit and should be tough In the
77. Frazer again led the Stag
remainder of their 21 game
scoring with 28, with K;lnski
slate.
adding 18.
Holy Cross
The frosh continued to stumble along ineptly against Holy

Judo

Karate
For the college man
who thinks for himself
... and cares how he looks
Have you heard? Just minutes from campu:> is
one of the leading men's stores in ConnecticutEd Mitchell's, the in place to be outfitted. The in
place to find everything you
want to wear in one easy
stop. Everything from
underwear to outerwear,
shirts to shoes. Easy-going
casuals, cleaned-lined .
classics, great evening
looks. Lots of rugged
tweeds and blazers and
jeans. And every item
comes from a topquality maker, ready
(0 be custom-fitted by
one of Ed's four
tailors always on hand.
Investigate the Ed
Mitchell ~mplete
collection for the
college man after
classes today.

&bWt ch ell
A Pleasant Place to Shop

240 East State Street, Colonial Green, Westport
Ed Mitchell
8m Mitchell
Open 9 am to 6 pm: Fridays till 9

By DAVID CAISSE
Four hundred41fty spectators
turned out for the first annual
Judo-Karate demonstration on
December 13 at the Fairfield
Gym. The various techniq~es of
Judo and Karate were displayed by an array of performers.
Before the demonstration, Dr.
Tong of the Philosophy Department spoke on the relationship
between the two oriental arts
and Philosophy. Fr. Devine,
club moderator, then explained
some of the basic techniques
of Judo and Karate.
The Judo exhibition took
place first and included example throws, hold downs,
choking and strangling techniques, free style sparring, and
practical defense. The free style
sparring was an application of
the first three events. Defense
was displayed versus throws,
holds, and weapons.
The Karate demonstration in·
cluded example techniques, offensive and defensive techniques, free style sparring,
weapons defense, and board
breaking. In the sparring, the
higher belts won in each
case. Black belt John Gagnon
easily defeated 3 green belts
and two white belts at once.
The apex of the demonstration was the arrow defense.
Gagnon dodged and blocked
arrows shot directly at him.
The last event was the board
breaking contest between green
belt .Bob Koosa and Gagnon.
Gagnon attempted to break 8
boards. Instead, however, he
accomplished the rarer feat of
Chi. While failing to break the
top board, he broke boards 2
and 3.
In all it was an excellent
demonstration of both Judo and
Karate. Wide aspects of each
art Wllre displayed.
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By PAUL HUGHES

There is a small, diseased group of students at Fairfield who
are threatening to contaminate the greater portion of the student
body, and whose irresponsible actions have already been of sufficient gravity to taint the ideal that Fairfield stands for a& a
Christian academic community.
Like any disease which inhabits a body, its presence, no
matter how small, is ugly and harmful enough to damage the
healthier parts with diabolical effects.
The specific sickness being refered to is a social attitude
that has manifested itself in the form of a warped idea of sportsmanship and fair play. It is. eating away at a basketball team of
stature enought to compete against the best in the country in major
basketball centers throughout the East.
Bluntly speaking, Fairfield fans are being largely represented
by a hard core group of losers; losers because they don't know
how to lose graciously. Rather than. acting like sportsmen and
exemplifying a spirit of pride in Fairfield, they have proved themselves to be a clot of uncharitable selftsts.
The years that I have spent as a dedicated follower of Fairfield basketball have been marred by a spotted history of incidents
indicative of the most fickle sense of loyalty. Two years ago N.I.T.
fever was used as an excuse for fans who viewed silently the defeat
of a team which was riding a thirteen game winning streak the
booing of Coach George Bisacca in the midst of Fairfield's gre~test
court achievements, and a shower of vulgarity and name calling
in a loss to Providence.
Last year team support alternated between minimal backing
on the road because the team was losing and unsportsmanlike
conduct at the Boston College, St. Peter's and St. Francis games.
This year this "dedicated" group of Stags have finally made
their mark. After tasting defeat at St. Peter's, during which they
were noticeably quiet in the second half, they traveled in mass
to Boston College, hungry for the upset victory. Their reaction
to impending defeat was· taken note of by syndicated columnist
Gene Ward in the Dec. 24th New York Sunday News. Ward
wrote about the illustrious career of former NBA immortal and
now RC. Coach Bob'Cousy, telling how he was cleared of alleged
connections with gangsters with the loyal support of fans across
the country. Then came his sad commentary on Fairfield:
"But for all the support, the votes of confidence from Boston
College and his various other connections, Bob Couay was a shg..ken
man. What was written in that one article sOO comes back to
haunt him as It did one night last week when his Eagles were
playing Fairfield U.
It was a close game through the early stages, then the
Eagles began to pull away with the Be student body chanting:
"We're No.1 ••. We're No.1." The visiting cheering section
began to concentrate on the referee after a couple of calls had
gone the way of the Eagles, and they began to chant: "The ref Is
Cousy's bookie . . . The ref Is Cousy's bookie."
Only a couple of chorWles were audible to the throng before
the members of the Eagles' Courtside Club, consisting of 1,5'75
ardent undergraduate basketball buffs, shouted them down with
cries of "Bush . • . Bush . . . Bush."
CROWD NOISES NEVER BOTHER HIM
But Bob Cousy was oblivious to the incident. "I never was
aware of the actions of the crowd as a player," he sald, "and It
stUl holds true as a coach."
It wasn't until the Fairfield coach came to the dressing room
and apoligized for the behavior of h1IJ school's undergraduates
that Bob knew anything had happened."
Merry Christmas fans.
As if this wasn't enough, these "children" went to work on
their lesson by ringing in the New Year at the Fordham game last
week. There the elite greeted the officials every move with cat
calls and heaped insults on Fordham Athletic Director and Coach
John Bach at every turn. Fairfield couldn't get into Madison
Square Garden now if it won every game by fifty points. Good
work "men." At least you're loyal. I can hear you at every game.
Isn't is about time that a stop be put to this selfish "What
can Fair,field do for me" attitude? It's easy to be brave, courteous,
cheerful and kind when you're a winner, but lasing takes more
character. Anyone who doesn't love our team because it is ours
win or lose, doesn't belong in the cheering section. St. Joseph's of
Philadelphia isn't having the kind of season it has enjoyed over
the past decade, but their spirit remains undaunted. Why can't
Fairfield do the same?
Those who really love our school and its team owe it to
themselves not to allow such mass immaturity any longer. Those
who think that their two dollar ticket gives them the freedom to
shout libel (as they did at B.C.) must be dealt with by a friend,
someone who is willing to show them how ridiculous they really
are.
A basketball team can be beaten by more than referees or
an opposing team. A team that stands alone in defeat is taking
more punishment than any opposition can dole Ollt. We have a good
team; men who are putting out in both victory and defeat. Their
stunning upset of Villanova and inspiried victory over Holy Cross
is proof that they can accept defeat in stride. Let's give them the
support they deserve and need ALL the time.
True loyalty is an intangible and priceless asset.
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Stags Tarne 'Cats, Upset Cross
Victory
At
Buzzer
In the Palestra on the campus
of the University of Pennsylvania, before a packed house
and UHF television cameras,
Fairoe1d won a thrilling victory
as they topped Villanova 63~2
in the last instant of play;
Trailing by a single _ point
with 13 seconds to piay, Fa1rfield fouled Joe Crews of Villanova in a one-and-one situation.
Crews missed the first shot and
Art Kenny came down with
the rebound.
Kenny passed off to Sam
King who brought the ball to
mid-court before passing down
to Wayne Gibbons, another
Philadelphia bred ballplayer.
Gibbons shot immediately from
deep in the right hand corner.
As the buzzer sounded the ball
swished through for two points
and the Stag triumph.
The shot by Gibbons climaxed
the final three minutes of play
in which the Stags came from
an eight point deficit. During
this time the Stag defense gave
up only one basket.
Bill Jones made better than
half his shots from the floor
to score a total of 20 points.
His fourteen rebounds and
overall play dominated the a:tion. Jones kept the Stags m
the game during the first half
compiling 16 points, scoring
often when Villanova seemed to
capture the momentum. Gibbons, who scored the last basket tallied 16 points.
The first half ended in a 3737 tie as the lead switched continually. In the last half the
game stayed close except d~ring
the final minutes when VIllanova took an eight point lead
which the Stags overcame with
a press and clutch shooting.-

st. MarY's
Fail'field overpowered a weak
St. Mary's team from Calitornia by the score of 79-60.
The Stags held. a fifteen point
lead for much of the game.
Tt took nine minutes for the
Stags to take the lead as they
missed six straight shots at the
start of the contest. Once
ahead Fairfield never relinquished control of the game.
Bill Jones was high for the
Stags with 16 points. Sol Crenshaw scored 15, but also had
fifteen rebounds. The game
marked the return of Frank
Magaletta who had been sidelined due to an early season
wrist injury. Magaletta scored
14 points.
The Stags spent much of the
game working on a combination defense and a half court
press.

Fairfield Breaks
Three Game Slump
By
WILLIAM D'ALESSANDRO
The Fairfield Stags finally
put their crumbling game together against Holy Cross Saturday night in the New Haven
Arena to whip the Crusaders,
65-63. The Stag ball-hawking
defense coupled with the most
impressive offensive hustle this
season captured the victory in
the closing minutes of play.
Crenshaw Hot

Sol Crenshaw shoots over 6'7" Ed Siudut of Holy Cross.
Crenshaw's outstanding performance led to the 65-63 Stag win.

The first half lead continually changed hands as both teams
were hot from the floor. Sol
Crenshaw scored from every
angle for the Stags, hitting 10
points before the half ended.
Bill Jones, also finding the range
scored 9 points, while Ed Siudut
tallied 13 points for Holy Cross.
The Crusaders wound up on
top at halftime 40-37, but the
best of the action was yet to

Poor Shooting Versus Rams
Undermines Winning Bid
The Stags faced arch-rival
Fordham after a year break,
shot an astonshing low 27.1%
from the floor, and lost 62-55
in the closing niInute of action.

In a low scoring first half,
Fordham worked the ball inside and outside looking for the
easy bucket. Fairfield's Jim
Hessel hit four straight twentyfive foot jump shots at the outset to put the Stags in front.
Fairfield began to miss shot
after shot, often coming up

with two and three offensive
rebounds. The Rams were shooting poorly also, but took ten
less shots from the floor than
the Stags, and scored eight
points from the foul line compared with three for Fairfield.
The Rams led at the break
30-29.
Magaletta Leads Attack
In the second half the Stags
continued to fire away at the
net, but only Frank Magaletta
could find the range with any

proficiency, scoring a total of
19 points. Fordham's shooting
was aided by Bill Langheld,
who came on strong, scoring
eight points in the last five
minutes of play.

come.
At the close of the third
quarter Holy Cross took a six
point lead when Fairfield failed
to score over a period of four
minutes. The cold streak ended
when Larry Cirina stole the ball
from Crusader's Chuck Mullane
and drove the length of the
court for a lay-up. This made
the score 54-50 with the Cross
in the lead, but the momentum
clearly changed as the Stags
began to press, a manuever that
caused the Crusaders to loose
the ball eleven times in the
second half. Led by the ball
handling of Sammy King, the
Stags came back and took a
one point lead 58-57 with five
minutes remaining in the game.
After a time out Frank Magaletta blocked a shot by the
Crusaders and Bill Jones scored
on the ensuing play to put the
Stags three points ahead with
the clock ticking down to the
final two minutes. Holy Cross
had to force the play, but great
defense, including a stunning
stuff by Sol Crenshaw held
back their scoring power, Siu,
dut fouled Crenshaw with 1:07
showing on the scoreboard.
Crenshaw made both shots of
the one-and-one play, bringing
his total point score to 18 and
the game score to 63-59.

Neither team had more than
a three or four point lead
throughout the second half, until Fordham began to freeze the
ball with two and a half minutes
to go and leading by two points.

Holy Cross scored again but
had to foul being behind by two
points. Frank Magaletta. sunk
both shots with seven seconds
remaining to clinch the Stag's
comeback win.

The Rams SUddenly passed
underneath to Langheld for a
quick bucket which proved to
be the winning score, as the
Stags could manage just ten
points in the fourth quarter.

Paced by Bill Jones' 20 point
total, a giant effort on both ends
of the court by Sol Crenshaw,
and all-round hustle, the Stags
were able to end a three game
losing streak.

Baskethall Schedule
December
Opp.

Boston College
Villanova University
St. Mary's College (Calif.)
American University
Georgetown University

Stags

96

76

62

63

60

79

78

61

83

72

62
63

65

January

9
Wayne Gibbons drives past Fordham's Frank McLoughlin In
an attempt to aid the Stags' slumbering o:llense. In the low
scoring a1lair the Rams came out on top, 62-55.

13
26

29

Fordham University
Holy Cross College
University of Bridgeport
Manhattan College
Niagara University
University of Houston

55
Home
Home
Home
Away

